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Key feedback

Suggestion to include more amenity for dogs, eg. Tap, tie-up area

Height of play equipment shouldn’t be high enough for neighbours to see

“Rubber softfall will make playground useable for my crawlers. Looks far more
inviting”

Many suggested including a shade cloth over the play area

Happy playground is moving to the back and further away from the street/road

Suggestions for extra seating and/or table to be added

Supportive of nature play for creativity, and that it contains logs instead of stones

Keep up to date on the project at
haveyoursay.waverley.nsw.gov.au

From those very supportive (20 respondents):

From those somewhat supportive (15):

From those very unsupportive (3), somewhat unsupportive
(2) and neutral (3):

Request for tower and slide to be in shade of the big tree or that a shade sail is
provided”

A request for consideration of planting to discourage balls being kicked on fence

One raised support for new entrance gate, but that design is mindful of cars
reversing and maintaining sightlines for reversing cars to see people leaving the
park.

Many respondents very happy with rubber softfall as opposed to bark

Many suggested fencing around the playground and shade cloth over the play area
and picnic seating

“...like that the concept retains the big trees and introduces a path to make the
whole reserve more accessible”

Supportive of planting that ensures privacy of residents

“Not enough detail provided It’s imperative to fence in the park. It’s currently not safe
for kids. Anything you can do to make the fences higher to the neighbouring houses
would be good too. We throw frisbees and balls over the fences regularly.”

One raised concerns on the proposed new concrete path, that it dangerous for kids
as it biscets the park leaving little space to run or play games 

“...don't like that ball games will be close to cars and the street. It means that cars
could become damaged and that kids would be more likely to run into the street to
retrieve balls." 


